DECLARATION OF KRISTIN S. RINNE,
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT – ARCHITECTURE & PLANNING
AT&T SERVICES, INC.

1.

My name is Kristin S. Rinne. I am Senior Vice President – Architecture and

Planning. I am responsible for IT and network architecture and planning for AT&T. My
additional responsibilities include the wireless network infrastructure and device technology for
new wireless products and services.
2.

Prior to my current position, I served as Cingular’s Chief Technology Officer

with similar responsibilities. Earlier, I served as Vice President–Technology and Product
Realization, in which capacity I was responsible for new product development from a technology
standpoint, handset certification, and infrastructure vendor coordination. Prior to joining
Cingular, I was Vice President–Technology Strategy for SBC Wireless, and I also worked for
Southwestern Bell Mobile Systems as Managing Director–Operations. I have over 30 years
experience in telecommunications.
3.

This declaration discusses how AT&T’s acquisition of Qualcomm’s Lower

700 MHz D and E block spectrum (“Qualcomm Spectrum”) will enable AT&T to use this
underutilized spectrum more effectively to provide a more robust wireless broadband service
over AT&T’s LTE network.

4.

AT&T will be able to make a higher and better use of the Qualcomm Spectrum

than Qualcomm has been able to make of it. In his Declaration, David Wise, Senior Vice
President, Finance & Strategy for Qualcomm, stated that Qualcomm’s FLO TV service entailed
an intense and costly effort to utilize the Qualcomm Spectrum for a one-way, broadcast-type,
subscription service in which content was available via a pre-determined master schedule, and

that Qualcomm concluded that the business model was not viable, leading it to agree to sell the
spectrum.
5.

AT&T will be able to make more effective use of the Qualcomm Spectrum by

using supplemental downlink technology (also referred to as carrier aggregation technology) to
bond it with blocks in other spectrum bands that AT&T will use in its nationwide LTE network.
AT&T plans to commence deployment of that network beginning in the middle of 2011. This
transaction will permit AT&T subsequently to supplement the capacity on the LTE network by
combining the Qualcomm Spectrum with the AWS spectrum used in the LTE network. The
transaction also will enable AT&T to combine the Qualcomm Spectrum with other spectrum
AT&T may use in its LTE network, including 1900 MHz and 850 MHz spectrum. (As I discuss
below, AT&T has no plans to bond the Qualcomm Spectrum with Lower 700 MHz B and C
block spectrum due to self-interference concerns within a device.)
6.

AT&T plans to deploy the Qualcomm Spectrum as supplemental downlink to its

nationwide LTE network using carrier aggregation technology. Supplemental downlink
technology will allow AT&T to use Qualcomm’s unpaired 700 MHz spectrum in conjunction
with AT&T’s paired spectrum, thereby permitting substantial capacity gains. The technology
facilitates the bonding of non-contiguous spectrum onto a single wider channel, which permits
carriers to address the asymmetry of data flows between downlink and uplink channels. That
asymmetry exists because wireless broadband users most often require far more downlink than
uplink capacity. Such asymmetric flow results, for example, from the consumption of video and
other data-heavy media content with mostly one-sided data flows.
7.

I expect that AT&T, as well as other carriers in the United States and around the

world, increasingly will turn to supplemental downlink as they attempt to efficiently manage
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their spectrum to help meet consumers’ increasing demand for wireless broadband services.
AT&T has experienced an incredible 3,000 percent increase in mobile broadband use over the
last three years. During the third quarter of 2010, AT&T activated more than 8 million postpaid
integrated devices, the most quarterly activations ever.
8.

AT&T plans to move aggressively to integrate the Qualcomm Spectrum into its

LTE network after the relevant 3GPP standards are released. AT&T expects the LTE Advanced
standard (3GPP LTE Release 10), which includes the standard for basic supplemental downlink
technology, to be released this year. However, the performance requirement specifications for
each individual carrier supplemental downlink scenarios need to be developed subsequently by
3GPP. AT&T expects that the Lower 700 MHz D and E blocks will be incorporated into the
LTE Advanced standard with 3GPP LTE Release 11, expected in 2012. After the standards are
released, manufacturers will need to design, test and build chipsets, devices, base station and
other network equipment utilizing the standards for these new spectrum blocks. Thereafter,
AT&T will need time to test and certify handsets and other equipment and to begin to
incorporate them into AT&T’s network. I estimate that AT&T would be able to deploy handsets
and equipment incorporating the Qualcomm Spectrum as early as 2014. Prompt approval of the
AT&T/Qualcomm transaction would avoid any potential delay in putting this spectrum to a more
efficient use.
9.

As demonstrated in the Public Interest Statement, AT&T has been a leader in

developing and deploying technology and equipment that meet consumers’ increasing appetite
for data-intensive and high-speed services. AT&T’s continued leadership in introducing such
technology and equipment requires it to have sufficient spectrum to satisfy the consumer demand
for innovative mobile broadband and other wireless devices.
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10.

AT&T constantly strives to increase the efficiency of its use of spectrum

resources to meet this demand. This effort includes adding and expanding cell sites, enhancing
backhaul capacity (including deploying fiber and Ethernet), and adding WiFi hotspots and inbuilding distributed antenna systems. AT&T also is working directly with equipment vendors to
address the tremendous growth in data traffic. However, the rapid spread of wireless broadband
devices and the growing demand for bandwidth-intensive applications and services are creating a
need for additional spectrum.
11.

AT&T’s deployment of its LTE network is intended to meet the expected increase

in consumer consumption of mobile broadband capacity. AT&T will initially roll out LTE using
700 MHz and AWS spectrum. The 700 MHz and AWS spectrum will permit AT&T to roll out
LTE in an efficient manner since this spectrum is currently clear of other AT&T services, which
operate over AT&T’s 850 and 1900 MHz spectrum.
12.

However, as noted in the Public Interest Statement, AT&T has a nationwide

average of only 27 MHz of 700 MHz and AWS spectrum for its deployment of its LTE network.
Also, the spectrum chart AT&T is submitting with the Public Interest Statement shows many
areas of the country where AT&T holds no 700 MHz or AWS spectrum.
13.

The Qualcomm Spectrum will enable AT&T to expand capacity on its LTE

network nationwide. AT&T will acquire the Lower 700 MHz D and E blocks in major
metropolitan areas -- New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Los Angeles and San Francisco -- that are
areas of high demand for advanced services and where AT&T currently needs -- and will
continue to need -- incremental capacity to address growing demand. AT&T will be able to
expand the LTE downlink capacity in such areas by as much as an additional 10 MHz, with the
remaining 2 MHz available as a guard band.
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14.

Qualcomm’s Lower 700 MHz D block spectrum covers the rest of the nation. In

areas where Qualcomm holds only Lower 700 MHz D block spectrum, AT&T will use up to
5 MHz of the spectrum to expand its LTE downlink capacity, with the remaining 1 MHz
available as a guard band.
15.

Where AT&T currently does not hold 700 MHz or AWS spectrum, AT&T may

take steps to clear a portion of its 850 MHz or 1900 MHz spectrum for LTE, as customers begin
transitioning to LTE devices. This transaction will enable AT&T to use the Qualcomm
Spectrum to expand the downlink capacity on its LTE network in those areas too.
16.

AT&T has no plans to integrate the Qualcomm Spectrum with its Lower

700 MHz B and C block spectrum since such combination would create an unacceptable level of
self-interference within a device if used simultaneously. For example, a customer using a
handset would transmit signals using the Lower 700 MHz B and/or C blocks and receive signals
using the Lower 700 MHz D and/or E blocks. Because these blocks are adjacent, there is not
enough frequency separation between the uplink and downlink to prevent the mobile device
transmitter from interfering with its own receiver. The receiver filter would not provide
sufficient rejection of the transmitting signal. This signal would cause the receiver to saturate,
resulting in gain compression and severe distortion. A guard band between the Lower C and D
blocks is not a feasible solution.
17.

In areas where AT&T already holds Lower 700 MHz B or C block spectrum,

however, AT&T will be able to combine the Qualcomm Spectrum with AWS, 850 MHz or
1900 MHz spectrum as discussed above. The Lower 700 MHz interference concerns discussed
above only mean that AT&T cannot use the Qualcomm Spectrum with the Lower 700 MHz B or
C block spectrum simultaneously within a handset. In other words, a user still could receive
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signals over the Lower 700 MHz D or E blocks and transmit over AWS, 850 MHz or 1900 MHz
spectrum in places where AT&T also holds Lower 700 MHz B or C block spectrum.
18.

The repurposing of the Lower 700 MHz D and E block spectrum also should

significantly reduce the potential for interference with Lower 700 MHz A block devices. The
Lower 700 MHz band plan presents unique technical limitations and challenges for all licensees.
Even assuming deployment of LTE by carriers on the Lower 700 MHz A, B, and C blocks, and
AT&T’s bonding of the Lower 700 MHz D and E blocks as supplemental downlink with non700 MHz spectrum, some technical limitations and challenges will remain. However, if the
Lower 700 MHz D and E block spectrum is integrated into AT&T’s LTE network and used for
supplemental downlink, transmitters using the spectrum will be deployed closer to the ground
and at power levels much lower than those permitted under the Commission’s rules for
broadcast-type services (allowed up to 50 kilowatts). This substantial reduction in transmission
power on the Lower 700 MHz D and E blocks will mitigate interference into the Lower 700
MHz A block receive band, thereby advancing the public interest.
19.

Of course, this transaction will not resolve all interference issues faced by A block

operations. For example, the bulk of the Lower 700 MHz E block licenses (which are
immediately adjacent to the A block) would not be affected by this transaction. In addition,
Channel 51, which also is adjacent to the Lower 700 MHz A block, continues to be allocated for
high power television broadcast and, thus, may interfere with the Lower 700 MHz A block.
20.

This transaction will permit AT&T to provide a more robust and competitive LTE

network. As a result, consumers will receive a far better LTE service than AT&T would have
been able to provide absent this transaction. The addition of the Qualcomm Spectrum to the
LTE network will result in trunking efficiency gains and higher downlink peak speeds, a
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significant increase in throughput, and lower latencies in the network. Such network
improvements will result in tangible improvements in LTE service to customers.
21.

For example if 10 MHz of Qualcomm Spectrum is added to a 10 MHz downlink

on the LTE network, the network may experience slightly more than a two-fold increase in the
capacity available. As a result, AT&T will be able to handle a far larger number of customers
using mobile broadband services. Also, user data speeds will increase since peak data rates
increase linearly with the bandwidth of the carriers deployed. Thus, where downlink capacity is
doubled from 10 MHz to 20 MHz, customers may experience a doubling of peak speed. Such
increases in speed may permit the downloading of videos, files and other services in half the time
than would have been possible absent this transaction. Customers of online gaming, video clips,
streaming video and similar services may note a more seamless video or gaming experience and
better resolution as a result of the increased throughput on the downlink. (Actual customer
experience will depend on a number of factors, including system peak throughput and capacity,
where a user is located, number of users in the area, backhaul capacities, traffic characteristics of
users, customer device type and capabilities, local interference, mobility speed, and various
factors related to network build and terrain.)
22.

All AT&T customers -- including those not receiving services over the

Qualcomm Spectrum -- may benefit from this transaction. Because AT&T will have more
spectrum it can dedicate to mobile broadband service over its LTE network, this transaction will
help relieve the demand on AT&T’s spectrum capacity for other, non-LTE services. This will
help reduce network congestion and provide a higher quality user experience to all AT&T
customers.
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